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"75 Years D-Day" Released as Miniature Book Key Chain 

75 years since D-Day, A new miniature book is being published, in which a soldier shares his vivid 

experiences of that historic day. 

NEW YORK � "75 Years D-Day" is a newly published miniature book key chain released by MiniBook-

Keychain.net. In remembrance of the grueling invasion, which occurred 75 years ago on June 6, 1944, the 

writer, who was a young soldier at the time, gives a full account of what he saw and heard. 

"75 Years D-Day will give a new perception of this hellacious day," said Holger Fuchs, Owner of Minibook-

Keychain.net.  

D-Day is the most famous water to land invasion in history. Thousands of ships with millions of sailors and 

soldiers all met on the beaches of Normandy for a showdown like no other. The writer's story captures the 

immense scale of the invasion and includes vivid details about not only the planning stages but also of the 

brave shore landing. Through accounts from soldiers, the work lays out the key points of The Battle of 

Normandy. Readers of the new book, "75 Years D-Day" are invited to get into the heart of the historic battle 

and read about the courage and resolve of the soldiers responsible for the battle that completely turned the 

tide of World War II.  

Minibook-Keychain.net is releasing the miniature book key chain just in time for D-Day. "75 Years D-Day" is 

only 1.6 inches by 1.2 inches by 0.4 inches. The high-quality print and small carry-everywhere size make the 

miniature book an ideal gift for history buffs. 

Other English titles are available at http://www.minibook-keychain.com. The "Declaration of Independence" 

includes the declaration text, rough draft, congress's draft, and a list of presidents. "Memories of Heidelberg" 

contains excerpts from "The Innocents Abroad", a travel book by American author Mark Twain. "Black 

Forest" describes the Black Forest in Germany including its people, legends, history, and traditions. "German 

Car" gives an account of the incredible but true experiences of a car driver.  

About MiniBook-KeyChain.net: 

Founded in 2001, MiniBook-Keychain.net is a German-based publishing house that specializes in miniature 

book key chains and delivers its high-quality products worldwide. Minibook-keychain.net has been nominated 

by the Miniature Book Society, Inc. several times for the competition, "Most Beautiful Miniature Book of the 

Year." Visit http://www.minibook-keychain.net to view more titles.   
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